
The National Bank Note 

Series of 1882 and 1902 

Post-Date Back Transition 

PURPOSE AND OVERVIEW 

The purpose of this article is to explain how the transition from the date back to post-date back 

national bank note designs was implemented; specifically, who made the decisions, the protocols that 

governed the actions, the timing of critical events and the outcome. 

The Series of 1882 and 1902 date back to post-date back changeover was the most complex of any 

series/type transition during the large size national bank note era. National bank legislation did not specify 

that new designs had to be adopted or when a bank received the new notes; instead those decisions followed 

protocols established by Treasury officials. 

Series of 1882 value backs and Series of 1902 plain backs were the creation of Treasury officials 
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Figure 1. This spectacular note is the top note from the very first sheet of 10-10-10-10 Series 

of 1902 plain backs printed. Photo courtesy of Andrew Shiva. 
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following the expiration of the Aldrich-Vreeland Emergency Currency Act. Their purpose was to indicate 

that national bank notes no longer were secured in part by the deposit of securities other than U. S. Treasury 

bonds. 

The Aldrich-Vreeland Act was passed July 1, 1908, in order to introduce a degree of elasticity into 

the national bank note money supply. Under its terms, bankers could deposit municipal bonds and certain 

forms of commercial paper to secure additional issuances of national bank notes if they had a need to boost 

their circulation above their traditional bond-secured circulation. 

One of the terms of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act was that national bank notes issued after its passage 

had to carry a security clause that acknowledged that the notes were backed in part by a lower class of paper 

than United States bonds. This gave rise to the “or other securities” clause. All banks got them whether they 

went on to subscribe for emergency currency or not. 

In addition, Treasury officials at the time also decided to change the backs of the notes to carry 

dates in order to further distinguish them. Series of 1882 and 1902 date backs were the result because both 

series were current when the act went into effect. 

The terms of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act expired on June 30, 1915. Treasury officials used the 

precedent of the introduction of the date back designs when the act went into effect to eliminate them when 

the act lapsed. 

They returned the security clause on the faces of the notes to its earlier form, and at the same time 

removed the dates from the backs. However, unlike the rather abrupt startup of the date back issues in 1908, 

the phase-out of the date backs spanned almost eleven years. The drawn-out transition was driven by cost 

and waste avoidance. Specifically, it would have been costly and burdensome to change the security clauses 

on the many thousands of affected face plates, and it would have been wasteful to cancel the huge stocks 

of unissued date backs held by the Comptroller of the Currency and the large inventory of preprinted one-

sided date back feed stock at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. 

Treasury officials from the Secretary of the Treasury on down to the Director of the Bureau of 

Engraving and Printing knew the Aldrich-Vreeland Act was going to expire so they began serious 

deliberations on how to handle the transition beginning many months before it occurred. Their objective 

was to comply with existing laws, yet avoid unnecessary costs. 

A POLICY EMERGES 

Joseph E. Ralph, Director of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, carefully documented the 

practical ramifications of the transition. On March 8, 1915, he wrote Secretary of the Treasury William G. 

McAdoo to explain the situation as he perceived it. He was acutely familiar with the “or other securities” 

clause on the current date back notes because he presided over the crash program to alter some 9,000 face 

plates to carry the clause when the Aldrich-Vreeland Act was passed in 1908. He also pointed out that as 

of March 2, the Comptroller had on hand 15,236,911 unissued sheets of date backs with a face value of 

$643,339,060, at least two-thirds of which would still be in inventory on June 30th. 

He argued as follows for the continued use of the plates and continued issuance of the date back 

sheets after expiration. 
If these notes could be used and the present plates could be continued in use for printing currency required 

by the banks after June 30, there would be an immense saving to the Government for the reason that the 

alteration made in the plates in 1908 put them in such condition that it would be impracticable to make 

another alteration in the same part of the plate, and consequently, if the language on the notes should be 

changed, new plates would have to be made to replace all except such new plates as have been made since 

1908 and which could be altered. The cost of making new plates that would be required and altering those 

that are in condition to permit alteration would be $316,871, and if there should remain on hand in the 

Comptroller’s Office on July 1, 15,000,000 sheets with the present language that could not be used and 

these notes should be cancelled, there would be an additional loss of $625,950, or a total loss of $942,821 

if it should be decided that the language on the notes issued after July 1 should be changed to eliminate the 

words “or other securities.” 

Secretary McAdoo was a decisive man of action, so the next day he sent the following memo to 

Assistant Secretary of the Treasury William P. Malburn. 
Referring to the attached letter from Mr. Ralph, my judgment is that we ought to preserve the plates as they 
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are and continue to issue the currency as it is. I will discuss this with you shortly. Meantime please advise 

me if there are any legal reasons why the course I suggest should not be pursued. 

This all-important memo established the policy that would be followed. The boss had spoken so 

Malburn labored to develop justification to rationalize McAdoo’s directive. Malburn analyzed the law and 

the practical realities that Treasury faced. He sent Ralph a letter on March 12th that would allow the poor 

fellow to sleep well again. The emphasis is mine. 
It would be impossible, therefore, if the notes now on hand did not continue to be used, as well as the 

plates, to supply the demand for national bank notes after June 30, 1915. As the addition of the words “or 

other securities” cannot give the idea that the notes are better secured than they actually are, but the 

contrary, no one can be injured in any way by having those words on the notes. These words, therefore, 

may be disregarded as superfluous. This is contrary to the condition when the Act was adopted, as if the 

notes had not contained these words, they might have carried a misrepresentation on their face. 

Malburn then went on to issue the following directive. 
You are authorized to continue to use the plates you now have on hand after that date, but any new plates 

which are prepared should contain the words “This note is secured by United States bonds,” omitting the 

words “or other securities.” The dates 1902 and 1908 on the reverse side of these notes should be omitted 

in the future. 

Ralph responded by submitting models of backs for all of the post-date back denominations in both 

the 1882 and 1902 series on March 15th. 

Malburn followed up with a general Treasury memorandum dated April 20th that added specificity 

to his March 12 letter to Ralph. 
After June 30, 1915, the national bank notes will be printed from the same plates that have been used 

heretofore, and bearing the words “or other securities.” The present backs, the expense for preparing which 

is not reimbursable, will be used until they are worn out, and as worn out will be replaced by new backs 

on which the numbers “1902-1908” and “1882-1908” will be omitted, and, in the 1882 series plates will 

be replaced by the words “five dollars,” “ten dollars” etc., according to the denomination of the notes. The 

1902 notes do not lend themselves as well to this change, and the denomination of the notes will be omitted. 

Figure 3. William Gibbs McAdoo, Secretary of the Treasury 

from 1913 through 1918, was appointed by Woodrow Wilson. 

One of Treasury’s most forceful secretaries, he decisively set 

policy to minimize waste by authorizing continued use of the 

existing “or other securities” face plates and consumption of 

finished and unfinished stocks of date back nationals. He 

married Wilson’s daughter Eleanor at the White House May 7, 

1914. Wikipedia photo. 

Figure 2. Joseph E. Ralph, left, was the Director of the Bureau of Engraving 

and Printing from 1908 to 1917. Ralph argued successfully for the use of 

“or other securities” face plates and consumption of existing finished and 

unfinished stocks of date back nationals as an economy measure after the 

Aldrich-Vreeland Act expired. BEP photo. 
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As the plates for the faces of the notes are worn out, or as banks order new plates, and such new 

plates are prepared, the words “secured by United States bonds or other securities” will be changed to 

“secured by United States bonds deposited with the Treasurer of the.” With these exceptions the notes will 

be identical. 
McAdoo delegated the task of approving the models of the post-date back designs to Malburn who 

signed off on them April 22nd. Notice Malburn’s signature on the approved $100 value back model shown 

on Figure 6. 

The tenor of Malburn’s directives guided procedures at both the Bureau of Engraving and Printing 

and Comptroller of the Currency’s office. The big deal was that date back notes were going to continue to 

be printed and issued. They were, and the last of them were printed in February 1926, just a few months 

shy of 11 years after the act expired! Some were sent to banks right up to the end of the large note era in 

1929. 

There was a system to how things were handled, 

actually a fairly straightforward system. It just didn’t 

produce simple results! 

PROTOCOLS AT THE COMPTROLLER’S 

OFFICE 

The clerks at the Comptroller of the Currency’s 

office continued to issue Series of 1902 date back sheets 

to banks after the Aldrich-Vreeland Act expired until 

stocks of them ran out. Series of 1882 issuing-banks 

received date backs until either stocks of them ran out or 

the charter of the bank was extended, whichever came 

first. 

Obviously, the policy to use up the date backs 

included existing stocks of date back sheets in the 

Comptroller’s inventory. But it also included newly 

printed date back sheets that continued to arrive from the 

Bureau of Engraving and Printing after June 30, 1915. 

Figure 4. During the period before the date 

back feed stock was consumed at the BEP, 

the language in the security clause dictated 

what type of back was mated with national 

bank note faces following the expiration of 

the Aldrich-Vreeland Act. “Or other 

securities” faces resulted in date backs, 

whereas “Deposited with the U. S. 

Treasurer” resulted in value or plain backs. 

In contrast, all notes, regardless of security 

clause, utilized value or plain backs after 

the date back feed stock was depleted. 

Figure 5. Assistant Secretary of the Treasury William 

Peabody Malburn, who served in this capacity from 1914 to 

1917, wrote the policies to be followed for printing and 

issuing national bank notes after expiration of the Aldrich-

Vreeland Act. He also approved the models for the post-date 

backs on behalf of Secretary McAdoo. Library of Congress 

photo. 
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PROTOCOLS AT THE BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING 

The Bureau of Engraving and Printing adopted the following protocols that were executed 

faithfully, with the singular exception of printings for three banks that were issuing the Series of 1882 10-

10-10-10 combination. These hard and fast rules applied across the board so there was no ambiguity about 

the outcome. 

Backs 

Printings from all back plates with dates ceased before June 30, 1915. However, a large feed stock 

remained that consisting of sheets with back impressions but without faces. Those feed stocks continued to 

be used until they were consumed. 

New back plates began to be certified at the beginning of June and were available for all sheet 

combinations by the middle of July. See Table 1. Printings from the heavily used combinations started 

before the Aldrich Vreeland Act expired on June 30. 

Figure 6. Model for the Series of 1882 value back $100 submitted by BEP Director Joseph 

Ralph on April 15, 1915, and approved by Assistant Secretary of the Treasury William 

Malburn April 22nd. National Numismatic Collection, Smithsonian Institution, photo. 
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The old feed stock was to be consumed before the new backs were used, except in cases where new 

face plates without “or other securities” were employed. The dates for the various changeovers varied 

depending on series and plate combination. 

Faces 

All existing “or other securities” face plates were left as was. All orders for national bank note 

sheets printed from them continued to be mated with preprinted backs with dates until the date backs ran 

out. New backs were used thereafter. 

New face plates without “or other securities” began to be certified three weeks before the Aldrich-

Vreeland Act expired. Orders printed from them always were mated with new backs no matter when the 

order was processed. Consequently, there was Series of 1882 value back and Series of 1902 plain back 

production in some plate combinations before the stocks of backs with dates were depleted. 

Sheet Serial Numbering 

In a break from tradition, Treasury sheet serial numbering did not revert to A1 with the advent of 

the new backs. Instead orders using new backs were inserted into the stream of on-going date back 

production and numbered in sequence. 

Similarly, bank sheet numbering did not revert to 1 either. The result was that bank sheet serial 

numbering progressed across the changeovers when the new backs began to be used. 

SERIES OF 1902 CHANGEOVER PLATES 

All new national bank note face plates were made without “or other securities” starting the second 

week of June 1915. Four categories of plates were impacted: (1) plates for new banks, (2) plates for 

extending banks, (3) plates for banks undergoing title changes, and (4) duplicate plates. However, as 

expected, the pivotal date associated with production from them was July 1, 1915, the day following 

expiration of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act. How July 1st came into play depended on the type of plate. 

Printings from the new plates for newly chartered banks and banks undergoing title changes 

commenced before the Aldrich-Vreeland Act expired. However, great care was used to time the first 

deliveries to the Comptroller’s office from those plates so that they arrived on or after July 1st. 

July 1st also is the key date for understanding when new plates began to be made for extending 

banks. However, July 1st is unrelated to first deliveries in this situation. Instead, extending banks received 

plates with the new clause if their date of extension was July 1, 1915 or later. This applied to banks 

extending for either a first or second time. 

There are a number of interesting firsts and lasts associated with the changeover to the post-date 

back types. 

The highest charter number to appear on Series of 1902 “or other securities” notes was 10735, 

assigned to The Citizens National Bank of Athens, Tennessee. 

Table 1.  First availability of back plates required to print Series of 1882 value back and 1902 plain back notes.

Series of 1882 Value Backs:
82DB Back Plates Altered to 82VB New 82VB Back Plates 

Last Date Back Lowest Plate First Plate
Serial Number Serial Number Certified

5-5-5-5 135 none 136 Jun 1, 1915
10-10-10-10 23 none 24 Jul 12, 1915
10-10-10-20 114 none 115 Jun 4, 1915
50-50-50-100 18 none 19 Jul 14, 1915

Series of 1902 Plain Backs:
02DB Back Plates Altered to 02PB New 02PB Back Plates 

Last Date Back Range of Plate First Plate Lowest Plate First Plate First 02PB Face
Serial Number Serial Numbers1 Certified Serial Number Certified Plate Available

5-5-5-5 434 297-430 May 28, 1915 435 Jun 5, 1915 May 28, 1915
10-10-10-10 80 54-74 Aug 16, 1915 81 Jun 9, 1915 Jun 9, 1915
10-10-10-20 336 243-328 Jun 2, 1915 337 Jun 17, 1915 Jun 2, 1915
50-50-50-100 40 19-40 Aug 3, 1915 41 Jul 10, 1915 Jul 10, 1915

1. Not all the Series of 1902 plates within the ranges listed were altered owing to the plates having been canceled or otherwise bypassed.
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The last Series of 1902 “or other securities” face plate that was made was a 5-5-5-5 for The First 

National Bank of Bonners Ferry, Idaho (10727), that was certified June 15th. The first with a new clause 

was a 5-5-5-5 certified June 10th for The Slatington National Bank, Pennsylvania (2293), an extending 

bank. 

The honor of the first printing from a plate for a new bank bearing a new clause went to The First 

National Bank of Hebron, North Dakota (10741). The 10-10-10-20 plate for it was certified June 15th and 

sent to press before expiration of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act, but the initial printing of 500 sheets was not 

delivered to the Comptroller until precisely July 1. 

Similarly, the first title change plates with the new clause were made for The Hartford-Aetna 

National Bank, Connecticut (1338). The bank was previously called The Hartford National Bank. The 5-5-

5-5 and 10-10-10-20 plates with the new title were certified June 12th, and, as with the Hebron sheets, the 

first printings arrived at the Comptroller’s office on July 1. 

The first plate made with a new clause for an extending bank was prepared for The First National 

Bank of Hubbard, Texas (5008). Through serendipity, July 1 happened to be the date of extension for the 

bank, so a perfect July 1, 1915 was the plate date on its 10-10-10-20s. It wasn’t certified until July 17th. 

Figure 7. Series of 1902 “or other securities” 50-50-50-100 faces continued to be printed on 

date back feed stock until February 1926, because the preprinted inventory of such backs was 

huge at the time the Aldrich-Vreeland Act expired in 1915. National Numismatic Collection, 

Smithsonian Institution, photo. 
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CHANGEOVER PRINTINGS 

The end of the date back printings from “or other securities” face plates occurred abruptly when 

the stocks of the pre-printed backs with dates ran out. However, the changeovers for the various sheet 

combinations occurred on different days. See Table 2. 

The Aldrich-Vreeland Act expired on June 30. The date back feed stocks for the heavily used Series 

of 1902 5-5-5-5 and 10-10-10-20 combinations were gone within seven days, followed by 1902 10-10-10-

10s on July 19th. It took until the first and fourth weeks of August for stocks of the Series of 1882 5-5-5-5 

and 10-10-10-20 backs to be used up. 

In great contrast, feed stocks for the Series of 1882 10-10-10-10 and 50-50-50-100 combinations 

never were depleted. Similarly, the 1902 50-50-50-100s didn’t run out until February 1926, almost 11 years 

after the Aldrich-Vreeland Act expired. 

One of the best documented changeovers involves the Series of 1902 10-10-10-20s. The data on 

Table 2 reveal that it occurred within the orders delivered to the Comptroller on July 7, 1915. There was 

some back and forth mixing of the two types of backs that day as revealed by the Treasury serial numbers 

on Table 2. 

The mixing probably occurred a couple of days earlier when the faces were being printed and the 

sheets were numbered. In this scenario some pressmen were given the last of the preprinted date backs, 

others the new plain backs. The orders were then assembled in charter number order without regard to the 

Figure 8. The Series of 1902 10-10-10-20 face plate for The First National Bank of Hebron, 

North Dakota (10741), was the first without “or other securities” for a new bank. It was sent 

to press before stockpiles of backs with dates ran out; however, plain back stock was used for 

the 500-sheet printing as per protocol and the sheets were numbered with Treasury serials in 

sequence within on-going date back production. The order was printed before the Aldrich-

Vreeland Act expired, but not delivered to the Comptroller until July 1, the day after the act 

expired. National Numismatic Collection, Smithsonian Institution, photo. 

Figure 9. Through chance, the date of extension for The 

First National Bank of Hubbard, Texas (5008), 

happened to be July 1, 1915. As a result, the 1902 plain 

backs from the bank carry a plate date of July 1, 1915, 

which marked the first official day of the 1902 plain 

back era. 
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backs and numbered. Similar mixing probably took place within the 1882 5-5-5-5 and 10-10-10-20, and 

1902 5-5-5-5 combinations on the days when the date back feed stocks ran out for them as well. 

It was possible to independently compute the exact changeover Treasury serial numbers for the 

Series of 1902 10-10-10-10 combination from annual totals in the Annual Reports of the Director of the 

Bureau of Printing and Engraving. The changeover from date to plain backs was N107788/N107789. 

Through a miracle of survival, a Series of 1902 plain back bearing Treasury serial N107789 is in 

the census, and is owned by Andrew Shiva. It is the top note from the first sheet of Series of 1902 plain 

back 10-10-10-10s printed, an honor that fell to The First National Bank of Vian, Oklahoma, charter 10573. 

See Figure 1. 

The Vian note was received at the Comptroller’s office on July 19, 1915, thus fixing the date for 

the delivery of the 1902 10-10-10-10 date to plain back changeover. The note happened to be printed from 

a new Series of 1902 face plate certified July 3rd without “or other securities” and represented a late initial 

order placed by the bankers. Their bank had been chartered in 1914. The result is a curious 1902 plain back 

note printed from a new face plate but bearing a plate date of June 16, 1914, that preceded expiration of the 

Aldrich-Vreeland Act! The plate date was the organization date for the bank. 

THE BIG JOKER 

One joker teased the smooth changeover between back types during the transition. A protocol that 

had to be followed was that face plates with new security clauses had to be mated with new backs. 

This meant that printings from new face plates mated with new backs were streamed into ongoing 

date back production until the old backs were consumed. The result was interspersion of 1882 value back 

and 1902 plain back orders within the date back printings following expiration of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act. 

Treasury sheet serial numbering progressed through the sequences in the order they were printed. 

Intermixing of date and post-date back orders occurred throughout Series of 1882 10-10-10-10 and 

50-50-50-100 production until the end of the series. Similar mixing occurred within the Series of 1902 50-

50-50-100 orders through February 1926. 

In contrast, intermixing appears to have involved production from only three face plates in the other 

combinations; specifically, one case within the Series of 1902 5-5-5-5 combination and two within the 

Series of 1902 10-10-10-20 combination. 

No Series of 1882 5-5-5-5 and 10-10-10-20 value back printings were streamed into the date back 

printings following expiration of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act because no new plates for those combinations 

were made after expiration. The reason was that no new Series of 1882 5-5-5-5 or 10-10-10-20 face plates 

were made before the date back feed stock ran out. Similarly, there were no early printings of 1902 plain 

Table 2.  Dates of delivery in 1915 from the Bureau of Engraving and Printing to the Comptroller of the

Currency for notes in the national currency census that bracket the last date back deliveries for the sheet

combinations listed.

Last Reported Date Back Note First Reported Post-Date Back Note

Series of 1882 Date Back Value Back

5-5-5-51 Jul 30 $5 R618383-6186-C Ishpeming, MI (5668) Aug 5 $5 R624055-7393-E Edwardsville, IL (5062)

10-10-10-202 Aug 24 $10 T481867-10149-F Decatur, IL (5089) Aug 27 $10 T485478-14590-F Mount Vernon, NY (5271)

Series of 1902 Date Back Plain Back

5-5-5-5 Jul 6 $5 M288586B-9004-A Minneapolis, MN (710) Jul 6 $5 M297141B-13459-G Lewiston, MT (7274)

10-10-10-103 Jul 9 $10 N104544-12357-G Fort Smith, AR (3634) Jul 19 $10 N107789-1-A4 Vian, OK (10573)

10-10-10-20 Jul 7 $10 N847078B-11340-C5 Muskogee (9701)

Jul 7 $10 N852144B-7966-B Minneapolis, NM (710) Jul 8 $20 N856832B-5028-A Muskogee (10321)

1.  The changeover serial numbers computed from BEP annual reports are R622662/R622663.

2.  The changeover serial numbers computed from BEP annual reports are T484648/T484649.

3.  The changeover serial numbers computed from BEP annual reports are N107788/N107789.

4.  This note is the top note from the first sheet of Series of 1902 10-10-10-10 plain backs printed.

5.  This plain back has a lower Treasury serial number than the last reported date back, which demonstrates that there was mixing of types

for a day or so during the changeover.
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backs in the 10-10-10-10 combination from new face plates 

Intermixed Low Denomination 1902 Plain Backs 

I attempted to identify every 5-5-5-5 and 10-10-10-20 Series of 1882 value back and every 5-5-5-

5, 10-10-10B10 and 10-10-10-20 Series of 1902 plain back printing that occurred during the critical period 

before date back feed stocks for these combinations ran out. These printings are important because they had 

to be inserted into the stream of on-going date back printings and numbered sequentially with Treasury 

sheet serials. As a result, they carried Treasury serial numbers lower than the changeover serials bracketed 

on Table 2. 

Potential candidates included production from new face plates made for: (1) new banks, (2) banks 

having their charters extended, (3) existing banks undergoing title changes and (4) duplicate plates. I could 

identify all except those involving duplicate plates. Duplicate plates, if any were made during this period, 

were invisible to me. 

I found only three instances where production from new 5-5-5-5 and 10-10-10-20 Series of 1902 

face plates was numbered before date back stocks ran out for the respective combinations. Included were 

sheets from the 5-5-5-5 and 10-10-10-20 title change plates for The Hartford-Aetna National Bank, 

Connecticut (1338), and the 10-10-10-20 plate for The First National Bank of Hebron, North Dakota 

(10741). The Hartford plates were certified June 12th, the Hebron June 15th. 

These orders were actually printed a few days prior to the end of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act on plain 

back stock that had been printed even earlier. These cases unambiguously reveal that Series of 1902 plain 

back production commenced before the act expired. 

Significantly, however, the production from these three plates was not scheduled for delivery to the 

Comptroller’s office until July 1st, the day after the Aldrich-Vreeland Act expired. Clearly BEP officials 

were carefully adhering to the letter of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act by not delivering the notes sooner. The 

sheets were unambiguously logged into the bank ledgers as 1902 plain backs. 

1882 & 1902 50-50-50-100 Printings 

The Series of 1882 and 1902 50-50-50-100 date back printings are particularly interesting because 

there were large pre-printed stocks of backs with dates for both when the Aldrich-Vreeland Act expired. 

There were sufficient Series of 1882 50-50-50-100 date backs to last to the end of the series in 

1922. As a result, every printing using an “or other securities” face plate was mated with date backs. 

Figure 10. Expiration of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act resulted in omission of “or other securities” 

from new national bank note face plates. The Series of 1902 plate for the Atlantic National 

Bank of the City of New York was certified July 23, 1915 as the first Series of 1902 50-50-50-

100 plate without the clause. The first printing of 120 sheets from it arrived at the 

Comptroller’s office on August 5, 1915, the first of its kind. No $50 or $100 02PB notes are 

reported from the bank. Photo courtesy of the National Numismatic Collection, Smithsonian 

Institution. 
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There were only two banks that used new Series of 1882 50-50-50-100 face plates. They were The 

Winters National Bank of Dayton, Ohio, charter 2604, and the Canal-Commercial National Bank of New 

Orleans, Louisiana, charter 5646. The Dayton 50-50-50-100 replaced an obsolete 50-100 plate whereas the 

New Orleans bank got a new plate as the result of a title change. The new plates were respectively certified 

January 20 and September 25, 1919. 

Printings from both were mated with value backs. The value back printings were interspersed 

within on-going date back printings and serial numbered in sequence with the date backs. The last 50-50-

50-100 value back was delivered to the Comptroller October 4, 1920 and bore Treasury sheet serial 

A170859. In contrast, 50-50-50-100 date back deliveries continued until September 2, 1921, ending with 

Treasury serial A172139. The complete list of 50-50-50-100 value back Treasury serials was A161090-

A162489, A164670-A165169, A168320-A168719, A169880-A170279 and A170460-A170859. See Table 

5. 

In the case of the Series of 1902 50-50-50-100s, an order to print a million backs with dates was 

sent to the BEP on August 7, 1914. That was a tremendous number for an infrequently used combination 

and the fact is it took until 1926 for all of those backs to be consumed. Consequently, every printing 

involving an “or other securities” face plate was mated with date backs until the stock ran out. Only then 

were “or other securities” 1902 50-50-50-100 face printings mated with new backs. 

The first Series of 1902 plain back printing in the 50-50-50-100 combination was for the Atlantic 

National Bank of the City of New York, charter 1080. The bank had undergone a title change from The 

Merchants Exchange National Bank of the City of New York. The plate with the new title was certified 

July 23, 1915 and, of course, didn’t have “or other securities.” The first printing from it consisted of 120 

sheets that were received at the Comptroller’s office on August 5th. 

The delivery schedule for the printing is missing so the Treasury sheet serial number is unavailable. 

However, an 02DB $50s from The Manufactures National Bank of Newark, New Jersey, charter 2040, 

bearing serials A733327-1171 is reported from a delivery consisting of sheets 1101 to 1400 received August 

4, 1915, the day before the New York delivery. This yields a first Series of 1902 plain back Treasury sheet 

serial of A733557, assuming there were no intervening 50-50-50-100 date back printings sandwiched 

between the two deliveries. Probably there weren’t because 50-50-50-100 deliveries were infrequent. 

Ironclad verification awaits discovery of a note from the first Atlantic National Bank printing. 

Printings from other new 50-50-50-100 face plates that began to be made were, of course, mated 

with new backs. Those printings were streamed into the on-going date back production until February 1926 

when the date back fed stock finally ran out. From then on, all 50-50-50-100 production consisted of plain 

backs. 

The last Series of 1902 date back 50-50-50-100 printing from the old feed stock was for The 

Northern National Bank of Ashland, Wisconsin, charter 3607. It consisted of sheets 1221-1339, that were 

printed without Treasury serial numbers or regional letters. They arrived in the Comptroller’s office on 

February 15, 1926. Of course, the Ashland plate carried the “or other securities” clause. 

1882 10-10-10-10 Value Backs 

The handling of the Series of 1882 10-10-10-10 combination was a virtual repeat of the Series of 

1882 50-50-50-100s, save for three extraordinary exceptions. There was sufficient stock of the lightly used 

preprinted 10-10-10-10 date backs to see the series through to its close in 1922. Consequently, the only 

banks that should have received 10-10-10-10 value backs were those that utilized new face plates. 

Only one bank in the country qualified. The Wells Fargo Nevada National Bank of San Francisco, 

charter 5105, required three replacement face plates after the Aldrich-Vreeland Act expired. The first was 

the EE-FF-GG-HH certified March 29, 1916. Production from it and the others that followed was faithfully 

mated with value backs and numbered in sequence with ongoing date back production. 

Eleven other Series of 1882 issuers received printings from 10-10-10-10 plates after the Aldrich-

Vreeland Act expired, but none of them required new face plates. Therefore, all of their printings should 

have been mated with date backs. 
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However, for some inexplicable reason, the production for banks in Chickasha, Oklahoma; 

Holyoke, Massachusetts; and Lawrenceburgh, Indiana, were randomly switched to value backs during the 

1917-1921 period. They represent the only exceptions to any of the protocols established to handle 

production after the Aldrich-Vreeland Act expired. These three peculiar issuers are shown as having 

received value backs on Table 3 along with the normal San Francisco case. 

The complete list of 10-10-10-10 1882 value back issuers was, in order of when the first 10-10-10-

10 value backs were delivered to the Comptroller: The Wells Fargo Nevada National Bank of San Francisco 

(5105), The First National Bank of Chickasha, Oklahoma (5431), The City National Bank of Holyoke, 

Massachusetts (2430), and The Peoples National Bank of Lawrenceburgh, Indiana (2612). Those delivery 

dates were respectively April 16, 1916, March 28, 1917, July 25, 1917 and October 8, 1921. 

Ironclad information exists for the sheet serial numbers on the first Series of 1882 value back 10-

10-10-10 sheet. It appeared on a printing from the EE-FF-GG-HH duplicate made for The Wells Fargo Nevada 

National Bank. The delivery schedule for April 16, 1916 reveals that it carried sheet serial numbers B42356-

341001. 

$50 AND $100 VALUE BACKS 

Two of the classic rarities in national bank note types are $50 and $100 Series of 1882 value backs 

because only minute quantities were issued, and those only from two banks: The Winters National Bank of 

Dayton, Ohio (2604), and Canal-Commercial National Bank of New Orleans, Louisiana (5649). The totals 

issued were 8,571 $50s and 2,857 $100s. 

The reason the Dayton and New Orleans bank received $50 and $100 value backs was that they 

were the only Series of 1882 issuing banks in the country for which new 50-50-50-100 face plates were 

made after expiration of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act. Those plate, of course, were made without the “or other 

securities” so protocol required that printings from them be mated with value backs. Value back 50-50-50-

100 plates were available, the first having been certified July 14, 1915 (Table 4). 

The Dayton and New Orleans 50-50-50-100 value back printings were interspersed with the date 

back printings and sheets began to be delivered to the Comptroller in 1919 as shown on Table 5. 

$50 and $100 Series of 1882 date backs had been issued previously to the Dayton bank, but they 

were from a 2-subject 50-100 plate, a combination that had been phased out for all banks by the end of 

November 1910. All the Dayton $50 and $100 from the 2-subject plate had been issued by 1919, so a new 

50-50-50-100 face plate was prepared. 

$5, $10, $20, $50 and $100 value backs were issued to the Dayton bank during the 1919 to 1920 

Figure 11. The Wells Fargo Nevada National Bank of San Francisco was one of only four banks 

to issue 10-10-10-10 value backs. The explanation was that the San Francisco notes were 

printed from a new plate without “or other securities,” that protocol dictated had to be mated 

with value backs. Photo courtesy of Heritage Auction Archives. 
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period to maintain a circulation of $1,000,000. The first 50-50-50-100 sheets were sent to the Dayton bank 

on May 21, 1919, and the last August 25, 1921. It is impossible to tell when the first of these came in for 

redemption because the bank issued both brown and date back $50s and $100s, and the redemption records 

do not differentiate by type. 

The New Orleans bank had not issued $50s and $100s previously. $5, $10 and $20 Series of 1882 

date backs printed before the expiration of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act were still being shipped to the bank in 

1919. All bore the Commercial National Bank name. A 50-50-50-100 face plate was ordered when the 

name was changed to Canal-Commercial National Bank, a change approved by the Comptroller August 28, 

1919. 

$5, $10 and $20 date backs bearing The Commercial National title were sent to the New Orleans 

bank through October 1919, when the Comptroller’s supply of them ran out. Only new title $50 and $100 

value backs were shipped from October 23 forward. The circulation of the bank remained at $300,000 until 

September 1920. Consequently, the first of the $50s and $100s were replacements for the smaller 

denominations that came in for redemption. 

Table 3.  List of the 25 banks that issued notes from Series of 1882 10-10-10-10
date back plates and the four that went on to issue value backs.

Charter Date Backs Value Backs First Value 
State Town Number Issued Issued Back Delivered

The following could not have issued value backs because either they went out of business
or their charters were extended before the Aldrich-Vreeland Act expired.

LA New Orleans 1778 1-2701
MN Minneapolis 2006 1-27263
NJ Newark 2040 1-14104
MN Northfield 2073 1-1958
KY Paducah 2093 1-8432
CA San Jose 2158 1-2086
PA McKeesport 2222 1-20665
MA Gloucester 2292 1-4463
TX Austin 2617 1-7445
MO St. Louis 4178 1-53471
KS Kansas City 4381 1-4711
NY New York 4645 1-26435
MA Melrose 4769 1-4017
TX Hempstead 4905 1-982

The following were eligible to issue value backs if new face plates were made for them
during the value back era.

CA San Francisco1 5105 1-341000 341001-423500 Apr 10, 1916
MA Boston 5155 1-309832
DE Frederica 5421 1-1638
OK Chickasha2 5431 1-10700 10701-14050 Mar 28, 1917
VA Culpepper 5591 1-6065
FL Pensacola 5603 1-34542
OK Mountain Home 5656 1-3819
GA Columbus 2338 1-19761
MA Holyoke2 2430 1-29750 29751-35020 Jul 25, 1917
IA Des Moines 2583 1-52745

IN Lawrenceburgh2 2612 1-10875 10876-11086 Oct 8, 1921
1.  Used three new 10-10-10-10 plates certified March 29, 1916, August 30, 1916, March 20, 1917.
2.  Anomalous value back issuers because no new 10-10-10-10 new plates were made for them.
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Figure 12. Bank serial number 1 $100 Series of 1882 value back from the Canal-Commercial 

National Bank of New Orleans, Louisiana (5649). Photo courtesy of Currency Auctions of 

America, Inc. 

Table 4. Plates used to print 50-50-50-100 Series of 1882 value back national bank notes.

Face Plates:

Plate Date When Plate

Bank Location Charter Letters Plate Date Certified for use

The Winters National Bank Dayton OH 2604 C-D-E-C Dec 15, 19011 Jan 20, 1919

Canal-Commercial National Bank New Orleans LA 5646 A-B-C-A Dec 12, 19002 Sep 25, 1919

Back Plates:
No. Certified for Use No. Certified for Use No. Certified for Use No. Certified for Use

19 Jul 14, 1915 21 Jul 14, 1915 23 Aug  9, 1915 25 Aug 11, 1915

20 Jul 16, 1915 22 Jul 14, 1915 24 Aug 11, 1915 26 Aug 11, 1915

1. Date of extension (date of organization + 20 years + 1 day).

2. Date of organization.
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On September 29, 1920, and again on November 2, 1920, the officers of the New Orleans bank 

purchased $50,000 in additional bonds to increase their circulation. The Comptroller shipped 200 50-50-

50-100 value back sheets with each purchase. The last value back 50-50-50-100 sheet was sent December 

13, 1920. The first two $50s were redeemed February 7, 1920, and the first two $100s February 24, 1920. 

They had lasted only four months in circulation. 

The Canal-Commercial National Bank was extended December 12, 1920. By then only 1,057 

Series of 1882 value back 50-50-50-100 sheets had been issued. The remaining 243 sheets, serials 1058 

through 1300, were cancelled, and the bank began to receive Series of 1902 plain backs. 

It is of incidental interest to point out that the New Orleans bank was liquidated on January 6, 1921, 

less than a month after its charter was extended. By this time, 500 sheets of Series of 1902 50-50-50-100 

blue seal plain backs had been delivered to the Comptroller. Of these, only 17 sheets were issued to the 

bank. One wonders if any survived. 

REALLY WEIRD STUFF 

The protocols, or in one case a mistake, resulted in a small handful of very peculiar Series of 1902 

printings that only the most diehard variety collector could appreciate. Consider the following two 

situations. 

There are three cases in the country where “or other securities” face plates happened to go to press 

for the first time during the 1902 plain back era so that the first sheet from them began with bank sheet 

serial number 1. The peculiar result was a number 1 sheet with an “or other securities” face but plain back. 

There were two ways this could occur. A red seal plate could have been duly altered to carry “or 

other securities” but then not used to print date backs. Alternatively, an “or other securities” plate could 

have been ordered for a bank organized during the date back era that was not followed through with an 

order for a printing during the date back era. In either case, subsequent 1902 plain back orders would begin 

with bank sheet serial 1. 

The Fifth National Bank of New York (341) and The Second National Bank of Philadelphia (213) 

utilized Series of 1902 10-10-10-20 plates during the red seal era but skipped date back printings. The 

bankers at the Bank of Athens National Banking Association, Ohio (10479), ordered a 10-10-10-20 during 

Table 5. Summary of the deliveries of 50-50-50-100 Series of 1882 value back and

intervening date back national bank sheets from the Bureau of Engraving and Printing

to the Comptroller of the Currency.

Delivery Date Location Charter Bank Serials Treasury Serials Sheets Type

Feb 11, 1919 Dayton OH 2604 1-1000 A161090-A162089 1000 value

Feb 12, 1919 Dayton OH 2604 1001-1400 A162090-A1624891 400 value

A162490-A164669 2180 date

Oct 14, 1919 New Orleans LA 5649 1-500 A164670-A165169 500 value

A165170-A168319 3150 date

May 18, 1920 Dayton OH 2604 1401-1800 A168320-A168719 400 value

A168720-A169879 1160 date

Aug  5, 1920 New Orleans LA 5649 501-900 A169880-A170279 400 value

A170280-A170459 180 date

Oct  4, 1920 New Orleans LA 5649 901-13002 A170460-A170859 400 value

Sep  2, 19213 A170860-A172139 1280 date

1. Assumes Treasury serials are consecutive with February 11 delivery.  This is the only value back group for

which no specimen is reported.

2. The last sheet issued to the bank was serial 1057.

3. The last Series of 1882 50-50-50-100 sheet was serial numbered on August 27, 1921.
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the date back era but did not follow through with an order for date back notes. Plain back production from 

these three plates yielded the special breed of serial number 1 notes described. None are reported. 

A mistake occurred that involved The National Park Bank of New York (891). Series of 1902 

5-5-5-5, 10-10-10-10 and 10-10-10-20 plates were utilized for the bank during the red seal era. The 10-10-

10-20 plate produced 42,000 sheets of 10-10-10-20 red seals. 

All three plates were altered to carry the “or other securities” clause to allow them to be used to 

produce date backs. However, the 10-10-10-20 plate was not used during the date back period. 

Two orders of plain backs were printed from the 10-10-10-20 plate in 1923, 4,000 delivered to the 

Comptroller January 27-30 and 1,000 on February 9th. The numbering convention was for bank sheet serial 

numbers on plain backs to continue in sequence from the date backs. However, without date back printings, 

the bank numbers should have started at 1 and progressed to 5,000. 

Someone in haste checked the ledgers to obtain the last 10-10-10-20 date back serial and mistakenly 

mistook the 42,000-red seal total for date back production. The result was that the 5,000 sheets of plain 

backs were numbered 42,001 to 47,000. The sheets were issued to the bank. 

This is the only case that I have found where this happened. 

INSIGHTS 

The primary finding here is that preprinted date back feedstock was consumed for printings from 

“or other securities” face plates before production was switched to new backs. The dates when the 

changeovers for the different sheet combinations arrived at the Comptroller’s office varied greatly. 

In contrast, all face printings involving new face plates without “or other securities” utilized new 

backs. These printings were interspersed within on-going production of date backs and numbered with 

Treasury sheet serial numbers in sequence until the old date back fed stock ran out. 

Variety collectors should note that no face plates without “or other securities” were mated with 

date backs. 

The fact that the date back stock ran out at different times for the different sheet combinations led 

to simultaneous arrivals of both date and post-date back sheets for the same bank in the same deliveries 

from the BEP to the Comptroller’s office. A good example is an order for The American National Bank of 

Fort Smith, Arkansas, charter 3634, that arrived on July 9, 1915. In it were Series of 1902 plain back 5-5-

5-5 sheets 13050-13550 and date back 10-10-10-10 sheets 12351-12850. 

Of course, it also was common for shipments to banks from the Comptroller’s office to contain a 

mix of types. In the cases of banks that were issuing the long-lived Series of 1882 10-10-10-10 and 50-50-

50-100 date back combinations, those sheets were being shipped side-by-side with 5-5-5-5 and 10-10-10-

20 value backs, providing the bank was using either of the latter. In the extreme, some banks were receiving 

1902 50-50-50-100 date backs until 1929 from printings that had finally ceased in 1926. 

THE STATE OF THIS RESEARCH 

Unraveling the transition to the post-date back issues has vexed national bank note researchers from 

the outset because bank sheet serial numbering on the new notes did not revert to 1 within the various sheet 

combinations. Compounding our inability to see what happened was the fact that BEP schedules showing 

daily deliveries are missing for 1915. Those important records listed the bank, series, type, sheet 

combination, and Treasury and bank sheet serial numbers for every printing. 

The breakthroughs presented in this article came when Lee Lofthus found Treasury documents that 

outlined the protocols to be followed in handling the transition. These were in Bureau of the Public Debt 

files in the National Archives. 

The dates listed on Table 2 are based on reported serial numbers from the national bank note census 

operated by the National Currency Foundation. That analysis was made possible by a search function 

provided by the foundation whereby I was able to list all the known notes from a given series and sheet 

combination in Treasury serial number order. Then it was easy to pinpoint the changeovers between backs. 

Next, I consulted the National Currency and Bond Ledgers to determine when those sheets were delivered 

from the BEP to the Comptroller. 

Obviously, my ability to pinpoint the timing of the changeovers was limited by reports in the 

census. Therefore, it was possible only to bracket the exact changeover day. However, the pattern was clear 
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that the changeovers were abrupt. That is, they took place within a day or so as the old back stocks ran out. 

The bracketing dates for the changeovers presented on Table 2 will close as critical new notes are reported 

to the census. 

The National Currency and Bond Ledgers contain a record of when printings were received for 

each bank. However, two problems render many of those records from the 1915 era useless. (1) Treasury 

sheet serials were not recorded in those ledgers. (2) Worse is that the harried clerks failed to write the year 

for hundreds of entries. Sometimes the entire date is missing. 

The result was that pioneer compiler Louis Van Belkum was unable to determine the 82DB/82VB 

and 02DB/02PB changeover serial numbers for about 1,200 sheet combinations as he abstracted the 

issuance data for the banks. We have slowly resolved many of them using serial numbers from the 

ambiguous printings on observed notes and by other sophisticated means. Currently there remain 500 

ambiguous ranges for 400 banks. New reports will allow us to whittle away at them. 
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